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Abstract

The work described in this paper is a �rst attempt to �nd a synthesis of concur�

rency and the object model�

A representative sample of concurrent object�oriented languages has been ana�

lyzed to identify issues �dimensions� peculiar to the conjunction of the two features

of interest� The presentation includes sections that review and develop the basic

concepts� both in concurrency and the object model� needed for the analysis of the

languages�

The relevant issues are presented in a structured way� along with a discussion of

pros and cons of the possible alternatives� Issues identi�ed include several concurrency

and encapsulation features and also communication� migration and transparencies

among others�

Some preliminary conclusions are o�ered� as well as suggestions for future work�

The paper ends with an extensive list of references�
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� Introduction

This work is an attempt to �nd a synthesis of two important elements in the design and
construction of software� as they are re�ected in programming languages� We investigate
object�based programming languages that o�er concurrency 	henceforth also called concur�
rent object�oriented languages�


concurrency The design and construction of software in which 	loosely� or tightly cou�
pled
 concurrency is involved has always been a hard task� In the past� it was reserved
to the initiated who were responsible to build certain type of software� such as operating
systems and some real�time or distributed applications�

The discipline evolved� and new tools and concepts were added to ease the task of the
concurrent programmer and improve the quality of her work� Unfortunately� these achieve�
ments have not kept pace with the increased complexity and diversity of demands that
are put on concurrency� Driven mainly by the desire to take advantage of decreasing costs
of hardware� but also for more stringent reliability 	and other
 constraints� the constant
need to tackle more complex problems� and especially problems whose solution is expressed
naturally in concurrent terms 	thus avoiding overspeci�cation
� the discipline of building
concurrent programs is now spreading to areas and 	uninitiated
 people not expected a
few years ago� The quest for new design techniques� new paradigms� etc�� has increased
correspondingly� but we are still far from a panacea�

object model Though the object�oriented model has roots in simulation and arti�cial
intelligence� they remained relatively unknown until the eighties� when it sprang to notoriety
with the Smalltalk phenomenon� The uniformity of the approach 	�everything is an object
or a message between objects�
 captured the interest of a community burdened by the
complexity of the problems it was tackling and the tools it was using�

To name just two of the expectations raised� it was anticipated that programming would
move closer to design� and that reusability of software would be practical� While initial
results have not been miraculous� there are signs that indicate that this is a 	maybe the�

right approach to building software�

Object�oriented methodologies are having a deep e�ect in the culture and practice of
software building� and we witness trends to introduce them in all kinds of application
domains� at least as a new engineering paradigm� much in the fashion of structured pro�
gramming� in the seventies�

concurrency � objects It is not surprising� given the importance of both concerns�
that several groups of researchers trying to apply the object�oriented methodology to the
harnessing of parallelism� This is done through attempts to extend the object�oriented
paradigm to include concurrency� Besides� for reasons similar to those that fuel the use
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of concurrency� there is a great demand for distributed languages and systems� so the
initiatives tend to include both concurrency and distribution�

This works tries to contribute to a better understanding of the nature and underlying
assumptions of object�oriented concurrency� We began our work by surveying the literature�
selecting a set of six languages to study� ABCL��� Argus� Emerald� Hybrid� NIL� and OTM�
Foundations are considered �rst� and only then is presented the core of the work� consisting
of a set of interesting features identi�ed during our survey of the languages�

We analyzed the literature for each language to �nd out how 	and if
 the facilities as�
sociated with concurrency and object�oriented are provided� This seemingly simple task
turned out to be di�cult� for the terminology is very heterogeneous and sometimes mis�
leading� Just as an example of this� the notion of thread� 	of control
 has about as many
meanings as authors� and we had to resort to operating systems literature to give it a
consistent meaning� It was mainly the recognition of this fact that in�uenced the subse�
quent work� for we felt the need of a framework to clear this up 	hence the �rst sections on
foundations became essential to agree on both terminology and concepts�


After the features that are characteristic of this class of languages were charted� we set
out to understand their relationships� essentially how the features contribute to providing
concurrency and object�orientedness� and how concurrency and object�orientedness were
constrained by the realization of the features�

The preceding led us to identify the features that are peculiar to this class of languages�
By peculiar� we mean the features that provide or re�ect the two qualities of interest� The
rest of the features� which remain una�ected� are orthogonal and thus irrelevant for this
analysis�

structure of the paper This work is organized in the following way� Section � contains
a discussion of the main issues concerning concurrency� it examines basic concepts and
language constructs� and ends with a discussion of the concept of thread�

Section � deals with objects� Beginning with an informal discussion 	in which the notion
of data abstraction is introduced
� it uses a classi�cation scheme to identify interesting
features of object�oriented languages� Concurrent features are examined with the aid of
concepts introduced in section ��

Section �� which discusses relevant features in the class of languages of interest� con�
stitutes the core of the paper� It starts with some remarks on the scope of the analysis
and an explanation of the structure adopted to present the features� It then enumerates
and de�nes the main issues� These deal with concurrency� communication and synchro�
nization� encapsulation� atomicity� fault tolerance� and transparencies� Concurrency and
encapsulation contain several sub�issues� transparencies goes a little farther than the rest�

Section � gives some concluding remarks� and suggests future work� It is followed by
the acknowledgements�

The paper ends with an extensive list of references�
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� Concurrency

Concurrency corresponds to the everyday experience of carrying out several tasks at the
same time� something typical of human activity� as �Hogg ��� puts it�

we note that humans can simultaneously chew gum and walk in a straight line

But things are not so simple in the world of computer programming� When studying
programming� the conventional approach is to avoid concurrency as long as possible� trying
instead to �nd sequential algorithms to solve the problems� This is attributed to the
increased complexity inherent in dealing with concurrent algorithms� It is hard to think
concurrent�� to use a loose but evoking expression� Not to mention the di�culties associated
with specifying� deriving� and proving correct concurrent programs 	as compared with the
same activities in the case of sequential programs
�

However� there exist several strong reasons to use concurrent algorithms� One is eco�
nomic� the more parallelism one has� the more 	computational
 resources can be poured in
to solve 	faster
 a problem� Trends in the recent past show that� with the declining costs of
hardware� the primary e�ciency concern for a large family of applications is execution time
	correctness provided� of course� more on this below
� Since physical limits to computer
speed are fast approaching �Kung ���� it is clear that introduction of parallelism is the only
way left to speed things up�

The other reason is �conceptually� more interesting� many problems are inherently
concurrent in their formulation� The interest for concurrent solutions is obvious� they will
be the most natural ones� To understand why this does not contradict what was said above
about the complexity of concurrent solutions the reader should realize the gap between
the nature� of a problem and its formalization in a way suitable for the derivation of a
computing solution�� And here is where programming languages play their part� they
are �at some level� the tools the problem solver uses to express her understanding of the
problem� or better� the tools she� uses to express a suitable algorithm�

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the precise role of programming
languages in problem solving or even in the formulation or description of algorithms� We
nevertheless believe they are important enough to justify their study� Moreover� in dealing
with object�oriented concurrent languages� the �eld is very far from closed �Moss ����

At this point� we hope to have motivated the reader to carry on� ready to endure the
review of concepts related to concurrency� We believe this section to be necessary because
of the myriad de�nitions� semantics� etc�� through which concurrency is introduced in the
literature� The following is not a complete survey� but should su�ce as a recapitulation
and to agree on some basic concepts and terms�

�Notice that a �solution� may well be a simulation or other non�functional activity�
�Or �he�	 Following 
Knuth ��� this should not be taken too seriously�
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��� Fundamental Concepts

We do not start from the de�nition of algorithm� program� process 	these issues well dealt
with in e�g� �Ancilotti ���
 but instead review some basic concepts�

The 	computational
 activity is the basic notion of 	sequential
 execution� it may be
conceived as abstracting the notion of one processor executing one program 	or as the
dynamic counterpart� shown in the trace� of the static speci�cation represented by the
program�


We say that two activities A and B are concurrent if they do not have a necessary
temporal ordering between themselves� i�e� A might occur completely before B� the reverse
could also happen� or they could even overlap in time� 	An intuitive notion of time su�ces
for our purposes�


We have parallelism when concurrent activities overlap in time� we also say in that case
that concurrency is being exploited�

Two concurrent activities communicate when they are able to exchange information by
some of the means described below�

��� Language constructs and tools for concurrency

Various constructs to express concurrency in programming languages have been proposed�
We will brie�y review them in the following� only to refresh some terminology and concepts�
this is neither a primer on the subject� nor an extensive or critical review� Its purpose is
just to set the stage for the discussion of the issues considered in section ��

Since the material is quite established� we will omit citations� referring instead the reader
to sources of references� Such sources are a textbook on concurrent programming �Ancilotti
��� and a textbook on operating systems� �Peterson ���� Both have very good bibliographic
notes� the former has a very thorough treatment of all the language constructs while the
latter provides a more informal but very clear description of the main constructs�

����� coroutines

The �rst construct to handle concurrency at a language level is the coroutine� introduced
by Conway 	����
� A coroutine is like a procedure in that it has local declarations and
code� It di�ers from a procedure in the way control is handled� and in the fact that its
state persists across control transfers�

A procedure is invoked with a call statement and returns control to the caller via a
return statement� There exists a hierarchical relation between caller and callee� the callee
does not know which unit called it� and cannot choose where the control will �ow to on its
termination�

A coroutine� on the other hand� may suspend its execution via a resume statement�
transferring control to another coroutine whose name is indicated as the parameter in the
resume call� Coroutines are therefore organized in the same level whereas procedures are
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organized in a hierarchy� When it is resumed later� the coroutine continues execution from
the point it did its last resume� its state unaltered�

Notice that the coroutine concept allows the interleaving but not the parallel execution
of activities� i�e�� no two coroutines can be executing simultaneously� Considering unipro�
cessor machines� however� they are very useful� for any concurrent program is executed by
interleaving� so coroutines are a good basis on which to build an interleaved implementation
of concurrency�

�Doeppner ��b� points out that while coroutines are independent units of execution�
the di�erent concepts of synchronization and scheduling are merged in one construct� the
resume� That is� one cannot separate these notions because whenever control is relinquished
it is necessary to specify to whom it is passed� A better mechanism would allow the choice
of the next unit to be executed independently of the control transfer� This remark should
be seen in the light that coroutines are a fairly low level construct �in fact they re�ect what
happens in a multiprogrammed uniprocessor� Besides that� it is fairly simple to separate
both concerns with the addition of one coroutine that works as a scheduler� Then all the
coroutines are programmed to resume the scheduler� which in turn chooses and activates
the next coroutine�

����� fork and join

The fork and join pair of constructs is also due to Conway� The fork instruction produces
two concurrent executions within a program� namely the continuation of the invoker and
the spawning of a new one starting from some point in the program 	speci�ed as a label in
the argument
� thus splitting in two the control �ow� Note the di�erence with coroutines�
we now have two executions that are rather independent� but are in fact executing 	portions
of
 the same code� and sharing the name space�

The join is the symmetric operation� When encountered by an activity� it �nishes its
independent execution and disappears� Note however that its parent activity 	the one that
forked it
 anyway inherits� whatever data the dead activity might have elaborated for these
data is in the shared name space� So an explicit passage of results is not needed�

This is a powerful primitive� it can be proved any form of precedence in concurrent
actions may be expressed as a composition of forks and joins�

����� parbegin � � �parend

This parallel construct was introduced by Dijkstra� It is analogous to an Algol block in its
shape� But in this case the statements enclosed in the brackets are all executed concurrently�
It is more structured than the fork and join� but less powerful� There are precedence
constraints for concurrent programs which are not representable with parbegin� � �parend that
are representable with fork� � � join 	see example in �Peterson ���
� But the power is equated
if the par� pair is augmented with suitable synchronization primitives 	e�g� semaphores
�
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����� processes

Processes are another way of structuring concurrency� The idea is to allow several sequential
programs to execute concurrently� each having its own program counter� name space� etc�
Interaction among them may take essentially two shapes� by message passing or by sharing
of variables �Lauer ����

Much is gained in this schema� for encapsulation allows certain con�icts 	e�g� interfer�
ence on shared data
 to be managed more easily� Also� the design and programming are
easier �at least in principle� because the smaller units are sequential� concurrency only
occurrs among full�sized processes 	i�e� processes the size of stand alone programs
�

Their drawback is the overhead� creating and swapping processes means moving a lot
of information� 	In some earlier systems with this model� processes were statically created
�Brinch Hansen ����


����� synchronization

There exist several ways of synchronizing activities� they are roughly divided according to
whether there is any memory shared among the activities�

In the case of shared memory we have the semaphore due to Dijkstra� which is a variable
that may be accessed only through two special operations� P and V� The semantics of the
operation is such that under certain conditions an activity executing a P on a semaphore
may be delayed� It will only allowed to carry on when another activity executes a V on
the same semaphore� So its functioning reminds us of the system for crossing a narrow
	one�lane
 bridge� in which the driver of the last car of a group allowed to proceed is given
some token 	e�g� a colored stick
 on one end of the bridge� and only when she reaches the
other side is it possible to allow the crossing in the other direction�

It is well known that semaphores are elemental and powerful� but very unstructured
�thus prone to error�

Another� more structured synchronizing primitive is the monitor construct introduced
by Hoare� It encapsulates data so that it is manipulated only through exported operations�
and its semantics guarantees that there is at most one active operation at a time� thus
serializing access and preventing interferences in the shared data�

In the case of no shared memory� synchronization is done via synchronous message
passing� Sending 	or receiving
 a message is viewed as calling a special procedure� in which
the activity is stuck until the partner of the synchronization does the symmetric operation�
Then both return normally� resuming their respective executions�

��� Threads� a controversial concept

Consider a conventional operating system process� It is a dynamic concept� in that it is
the executing counterpart of a static speci�cation of behavior given in its corresponding
program� It is basically an executing entity� with associated resources and data� It comprises
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several parts� It has a name space that delimits the entities it owns� as well as permissions to
access and use resources in the system� It is protected by boundaries from other processes�
It has an execution state 	i�e�� ready� suspended� etc�
 It may have an associated priority�
But� again� it also has a dynamic part� i�e�� a thread of control� which leaves as a trail
the trace� representing the path of execution� This thread is like an abstraction of the
processor� whereas all the environment corresponds to the physical resources� e�g� memory�
peripherals� etc�� the processor controls 	analogous to the owning� of objects in the name
space of the process�


As suggested in �Rashid ���� we may split the process abstraction into two parts� One
is the task� part of the process� which is the basic unit of resource allocation� and abstracts
the resources the executing agent has access to�

The other is its thread� the basic unit of cpu utilization� or abstraction of the executing
agent� which corresponds to our intuitive concept of activity� outlined above�

But consider now having more than one thread in the same environment� now we have
concurrency internal� to the process� sharing the same name space� In our machine analogy�
it is as though we had a multiprocessor with a shared central memory�

We now have a notion of a process which may have internal concurrency through the
existence of several threads of control sharing an address space 	multithreading
� This
of course requires adopting precautions to prevent the interference typical of unchecked
concurrency� i�e�� the problems derived of sharing entities under parallelism�

These ideas have been introduced and studied exhaustively in the operating systems
literature� The preceding de�nition is inspired mainly in the ideas of Mach� but similar ideas
are found in Topaz �McJones ���� which strives to o�er multithreading in Unix processes�
A process is de�ned there as a set of threads of control executing within a single virtual
address space� Also interesting is the system Threads �Doeppner ��a� b�
 which uses threads
as the mechanism for obtaining cheap concurrency�

The main point of agreement among these similar notions of thread is their low cost
and ability to express concurrency 	see discussion on light�weight and �ne�grain processes
in section �
� When it comes to explain things in more detail� however� the lack of a
suitable� unifying computation model is felt� Explanations of why� threads abound� it is
when confronted with the what� that things get fuzzy�

Threads are explained in very low level implementation terms 	e�g�� a thread is a program
counter with an associated stack �Wegner ���� or maybe even without the stack and local
variables �Doeppner ��b�� etc�


Another point concerns to where threads belong� To some� threads can be passed around
as message requests� and of course queued up waiting for a service �Wegner ���� Nierstrasz
views a thread as a token� which traverses all the units 	same as Wegner�s
 of the program
indicating which is active at any given time �Nierstrasz ���� Thus a thread may cross object
and procedure boundaries 	i�e� across name spaces
 to carry out its job� always incarnating

�So called in the mentioned work� we use �task	 for lack of a better alternative� Maybe �environment	 or
�envelope	 conveys the concept better�
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the execution of the program�
To others �e�g� the designers of Argus �Liskov ��� ���� the picture is di�erent� In Argus�

a thread belongs to the guardian in which it runs� Moreover� a thread may go out to
request a service in another guardian� but by de�nition it cannot enter it� it is delayed
waiting for the completion of the service� Inside the guardian a new thread is created with
the sole purpose of honoring the request� This discourse is also used in Ada when a server
is implemented with a task module� Although in this case the task is sequential� we say
that its internal thread is suspended in a select statement� waiting for an adequate message
to arrive� 	The fact of the existence of a queue in which requests are delayed �Ada� or
the spawning of new threads �Argus� is not important here� what matters is that in these
cases threads do not enter foreign objects�


It should be mentioned that threads are also named lightweight processes by some au�
thors� in fact this may be their earliest name �Lampson ��� Jazayeri ����
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� Objects

This section reviews the concept of object�orientedness in the domain of programming
languages� It �rst introduces the notion of object in an intuitive way� through an informal
discussion� Then a classi�cation scheme is o�ered� aiming to identify interesting features
of object�oriented languages� Concurrent features are examined using concepts from the
preceding section�

��� What is an object�

In the real world� an object is �anything with a crisply de�ned boundary� �Cox ���� While
this is certainly not enough to work with the object concept� it re�ects the important things
about objects in the computer science world�� One of the essential reasons why people want
to use object oriented methodologies is because they want to map things they see in the
real world into computer representations� This approach is feasible not only in simulation�
where its usefulness is obvious�� but also in many situations in which a problem� its solution�
or both can be thought of in terms of objects�

An Object is essentially an encapsulation which encloses some data �its internal state��
o�ering manipulation of this data only through the use �invocation� of a prescribed set of
operations �its interface�

The concept of encapsulation as we use it nowadays recognizes several ancestors� from
the 	weak
 module o�ered in Fortran� Simula�s classes� to CLU clusters �Liskov ���� Smalltalk
objects �Goldberg ���� Ada packages and tasks� Modula�� modules �Wirth ���� etc� Besides
programming languages� other examples may be drawn from �elds such as arti�cial intelli�
gence� notably the Actor model �Hewitt ��� Agha ����

The primary goal of encapsulation in 	current
 programming languages is that of re�
alizing the notion of data abstraction� It has been the subject of much research� a good
introduction is �Liskov ���� but it recognizes antecedents at least back to Simula �� 	see
Dahl and Hoare in �Dahl ����
 While alternative meanings for object� may be found� we
use the primary notion of abstract data type in our analysis�

Liskov and Guttag in �Liskov ��� give the following de�nition of abstract data type��

The behavior of data objects is expressed most naturally in terms of operations
that are meaningful for those objects� This set includes operations to create
objects� to obtain information from them� and possibly to modify them� For
example� push and pop are among the meaningful operations for stacks� while
integers need the usual arithmetic operations� Thus a data abstraction 	or data
type
 consists of a set of objects and a set of operations characterizing the
behavior of those objects�

�And it all began� with Simula 
Dahl ���
�We will use abstract data type or data abstraction interchangeably�
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	It is understood that data may be accessed only through the operations provided�


The behavior of an abstract data type may be formally speci�ed 	e�g� algebraically as
proposed in �Guttag ����
 Formal speci�cation means not only giving the types of arguments
and results of the operations 	i�e� the signature
 but also their semantics� i�e� their behavior�

An interesting alternative description of abstract data types viewed as machines� with
a state and operations is suggested in �Meyer ���� The phrase active data structure� used
there suggests the idea of machine� but it has nothing to do with the meaning we give to
active objects� in this work�

��� A classi�cation

There exist several quite varied views on what is the essence of object�oriented programming
	and design
� The extent of the di�erences we is apparent in that there still is disagreement
concerning whether inheritance is an essential feature or not� Some authors� like Goldberg�
Wegner� and Meyer consider it must be provided for a language to be considered object�
oriented� Others� however� like Cox and Gehani� consider it is not mandatory�

Since we are more interested in reviewing several di�erent languages �whose existence
precedes and ignores any classi�cation� we will be less strict than we would be if our goal
were to de�ne the� concurrent� object�oriented language� Available classi�cations 	e�g�
�Wegner ��� Meyer ���
 identify a set of features and term object�oriented� the languages
that possess a certain speci�ed subset of features� Other authors stick to their languages
	e�g� Cox with Objective�C and Goldberg with Smalltalk
 and do not bother to o�er a
framework in which to situate them�

Meyer does the classi�cation as seven successive levels�� only calling object�oriented
those languages that reach the last level� Needless to say� Ei�el� his language� quali�es
neatly� Some interesting points in his proposal are the requirement of automatic memory
management� and the requirement of multiple inheritance� 	These terms will be de�ned
shortly�
 But the issues of concurrency and distribution are not contemplated� they are
not regarded as independent �orthogonal� either� That is� these topics are not considered
in Meyer�s analysis� Maybe this shortcoming comes from the fact that the discussion is
centered around Ei�el 	which is an excellent language otherwise
� It is for these reasons
that we do not use this as a framework�

We prefer Wegner�s classi�cation �Wegner ��� instead� mainly because it includes con�
currency as a relevant dimension� We only use it to establish some terminology and allow
our work to be related to other work�

We review Wegner�s classi�cation in two parts� namely the nonconcurrent issues �rst
and then the possibilities of concurrency in a somewhat greater detail� The following two
subsections are adapted from �Wegner ����
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����� Non�concurrent features

The analysis identi�es six orthogonal dimensions of object�oriented language design� Con�
currency is dealt with in the next subsubsection� the rest are explained here�

class classes serve to classify objects in sets with uniform behavior� They specify operations
common to all instances and serve as a template from which objects may be created�

inheritance class inheritance is a mechanism for sharing operations de�ned in a superclass
by a number of subclasses� Inheritance schemes di�er in the way an invoked operation
of an object is matched to a de�nition�

data abstraction it is an object whose state is accessible only through its operations� Its
state is generally represented by instance variables�

strong typing a language is strongly typed if type compatibility of all expressions repre�
senting values can be determined from the static program representation at compile
time�

The work further proposes some names associated to languages that o�er certain subsets
of the features just de�ned� We will not examine those because we do not require that much�
we accept a much looser meaning of object�oriented� In particular� though we agree in that
inheritance is essential� we drop that requirement in the case of the languages we study�
essentially because not doing so would force us to switch names all the time� complicating
the task of going from our work to the sources and vice versa 	because of the additional
level of indirection� imposed in the names
�

We are interested in the concurrency part of Wegner�s classi�cation� and it is important
to situate it in the context of the whole classi�cation�

����� Concurrent features

Before examining the possible forms of concurrency in object�based languages� let us intro�
duce the central entity with which we will deal in the rest of the work� namely the processes
	which we will call active objects�


active objects active objects have an object�like interface of operations and one or more
threads of control that may be active or suspended� 	Threads were de�ned in the section
on concurrency�


There are two aspects in this classi�cation� One is how is the internal concurrency is
provided� the other concerns ways of synchronizing the threads�
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internal concurrency three classes of internal concurrency are identi�ed�

sequential 	single thread
 Sequential processes contain only one thread and queued entry
points� where the requests wait until the process gets free to serve them� Note that
if the thread is suspended �e�g� waiting on an I�O condition� the process is blocked
and no one else is served until the current request is completed� Ada and NIL �Strom
��� o�er this semantics in their active objects�

quasi concurrent These active objects allow active threads to be suspended placed in
condition queues to be activated when some other thread causes the condition to
change� When the active thread terminates or is suspended� a waiting thread 	either
from a condition queue or the entry queue
 is selected to become active 	typical
monitor semantics
� The result is that there is at most one active thread within the
object� but the time zero threads execute are reduced� as compared with the sequential
case� ABCL�� presents a behavior somewhat like this�

concurrent 	multiple threads
 No restriction is placed on the number of threads that may
be active simultaneously inside the object� Naturally some tools for managing shared
access� etc� are provided 	e�g� locks� atomic objects
� In this way threads are not
obstructed to enter the object� synchronization is imposed at the internal data objects
level� Argus �Liskov ��� ��� is an example of this class�

synchronization from an abstract viewpoint two general classes of synchronizations ap�
pear�

thread with thread this is the direct synchronization 	obtained for example through a
rendez�vous
� It involves the identity of both threads�

thread with data this of course is a form of synchronizing threads 	passive entities are
not synchronized
� but indirectly through data� This happen when grabbing a mutex
lock that grants access to some data� which forces other threads to be suspended
waiting for the lock�

Remark	 This classi�cation should be taken only as a guideline to frame the issues�
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� Concurrency� distribution� and objects

In this section we examine relevant issues in concurrent distributed object oriented lan�
guages� We will use the background laid out in the preceding sections to understand the
features presented here� We believe the following features constitute what characterizes a
language of the class we are considering� We have based our analysis in three main sources�

� a set of recent languages that have been branded concurrent object�oriented� in the
literature�

� other well known languages �mainly Ada and Mesa �Lampson ���

� some 	distributed
 systems� such as Accent�Mach �Rashid ���� Topaz �MacJones ����
Threads �Doeppner ��a�b�

Before going into the enumeration and analysis of important aspects of languages� it
is important to stress the limitations of the analysis� we use an informal method� A
central idea is the concept of consistence� but no claim will be made that the proposed
set of language features is consistent� Moreover� this is not true of the set of all proposed
features� some of them are mutually con�ictive� 	In that case a tradeo� is obtained using
more speci�c criteria derived for example from the application domain�
 We are not be too
concerned with this because we are not trying to design a language� so we do not need to
choose which features to include in it� and at what price� Note that claiming consistency
of a set of features would entail exhibiting a language which contains all of them� This� if
one follows �Wegner ��� in his de�nition of consistence and orthogonality� But it is perhaps
better to de�ne it in terms of a model that describes the basic elements needed to construct
a language of the class we are interested in� 	Wegner�s de�nition relies on the exhibition
of case languages� but a case language may be poorly designed�
 So we leave this question
open�

We nevertheless believe the analysis to be very useful� both to our present purposes of
gaining a better understanding of concurrent object oriented language and in the quest for
a formal treatment of them� We think that a �rst approximation to this problem should
be informal and somewhat experimental��

While we do not claim to have de�ned a design space in a rigorous sense� we have
isolated su�cient but maybe more than necessary concepts to start trying an identi�cation
of elemental� ideas� We expect criticism to our shopping list� of features� On the other
hand� the notion of design space has the drawback that all dimensions are born equal�
i�e�� we are forced to adopt a �at hierarchy of essential features� While this is desirable
from a formal 	and maybe aesthetic
 point of view� we think that it does not re�ect our
current knowledge of the area� Only when we identify the very basic concepts on top of

�Taking the languages and their features as phenomena to observe and try to explain should ultimately
lead to building a useful model�
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which everything can be built� will it make sense to consider such principles� of equal
importance�

For the time being� we will make do with weaker devices such as the structure of
subsections and paragraphs to convey what we perceive as a reasonable hierarchy and
relative importance of concepts�

��� Three concurrency issues

One natural aspect to look at in these languages is that of concurrency� We are interested
in the way in which concurrency is introduced 	or o�ered
 in the language�

There are three aspects to concurrency here� The �rst is whether the semantics of the
language prescribe an interleaved execution 	nevertheless called concurrent�
 or allow true
concurrency�

The second is peculiar to concurrent object�oriented languages and is about the rela�
tion of objects to concurrency� is concurrency o�ered between objects 	i�e� by concurrent
execution of di�erent objects
� within objects 	i�e� by allowing several threads inside an
object
� or both�

Finally� we have an issue that also arises outside the object�oriented domain� but is
strongly coupled to the previous� namely the grain� and weight� of concurrency o�ered by
the language�

����� Concurrency	 
true� versus interleaving

It has already been pointed out that some constructs 	e�g� coroutines
 allow 	quasi
 con�
currency but not parallelism� In particular some models of 	active
 objects can service
only one request at a time� i�e� can have at most one active thread� This is the case in
for example NIL �Strom ��� and ABCL�� �Yonezawa ���� These languages are nonetheless
termed concurrent because they allow interobject concurrency� Quasi concurrency is useful
because it reduces the time that zero threads are executing �Wegner ��� 	when a thread
suspends itself to wait for an event� it allows another thread to enter the object
�

Other languages� in contrast� o�er real parallelism� Such is the case of OTM 	with its
re�ex construct� roughly a fork
 and Argus �Liskov ��� ��� ����

In Argus two mechanisms� one implicit and the other explicit� provide concurrency� The
implicit mechanism is given by the fact that a new thread is created 	spawned�
 for each
request thus allowing concurrent execution of di�erent calls� possibly di�erent instances of
the same service� Note that this device conceptually eliminates queues 	although queueing
does happen whenever the number of requests exceed that of available processors �but this
is and implementation issue and is taken care of by the runtime system
�

�I�e�� in an �axiomatic	 sense
�For instance� in �distributed� operating systems� e�g� Mach 
Rashid ��� or concurrent languages� e�g�

Mesa 
Lampson ��
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The explicit concurrency construct is the coenter� which behaves like Dijkstra�s parbe�
gin�parend pair�	

����� Intra� and inter�object concurrency

Concurrency may be obtained in an object environment in two di�erent ways� namely�

intra�object 	or intranode
 it is when inside an object several threads are allowed to
execute concurrently 	this may turn up to be quasi�concurrent� like e�g� in ABCL��


inter�object it is simply due to the independence of di�erent objects� which may be ex�
ecuting simultaneously� This case is simpler because by the very nature of these
objects 	i�e� because they are units of distribution
 there is a very controlled interac�
tion among them because they do not share any space and communicate through a
well�de�ned interface�

Some authors �Power ��� argue that there is a third form of concurrency� namely that
obtained by creating an object� We consider this to be a special case of internode con�
currency� because concurrency is increased by independent and loosely coupled execution
of new threads in a di�erent name space� Power�s view does not a�ect essentially our
subsequent discussion� the reader may take either view and transform the statements suit�
ably and our discussion will retain its meaning� It is important to point out that all
languages of the class we consider allow dynamic creation of objects 	something essential to
object�orientedness �Wegner ���
� so we will discuss this no further� Similarly� no explicit
deallocation is allowed� the runtime system being responsible for reclaiming unreferenced
objects�

Regarding intraobject concurrency we note there are several possibilities� One is to have
a thread continue after the return of a service� 	This is called postaction� in Hybrid� see
�Nierstrasz ����
 An example of this might be the balancing of a tree after an insertion�
with the service �nishing after the insertion� and the 	active
 object doing the balancing
on its own afterwards� After the return there is concurrency between caller and callee�

Another example is that of having background� processes� i�e�� processes that execute
continuously without interfering with the services the objects provide� Their task may
be housekeeping� 	see �Liskov ���
 of some sort� and they are usually started on object
creation�

Finally� the most general case is that active objects possess their own thread� being free
to carry out their activities even when not replying to any message� Contrast this to the
sequential 	e�g� Ei�el �Meyer ���
 case in which there is only one thread active at any given
time� and the activity passes from caller to callee on a request and back to the caller on a
return� In this case� there is some initial object that starts the activity of the whole system
by invoking others� and this cascades� 	The fact that on creation some initializing code of

	Argus o�ers in fact more power� it combines these with atomic actions�
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di�erent objects might be concurrently executed does not bear relation to this observation�
for it only concerns the establishing �initialization� of the invariant for the internal state
of the object�


There is a subtle point on which there is no agreement� does a thread cross object
boundaries� According to �Nierstrasz ���� a thread 	like a token
 goes from object to
object� indicating which is in an active state at each moment� So when object A makes a
remote procedure call 	RPC
 to object B� the thread leaves A and enters B�

In Argus 	as described in �Liskov ���
� the calling thread is suspended awaiting the
outcome of the remote procedure call� while a new thread is created at the called object�
Note that the creation of the thread is not essential here� we are concerned with the fact
that threads are tied to �xed environments 	i�e� their object�s
� and so do not cross object
boundaries by de�nition� The argument can be recreated considering an Ada task with a
select construct to accept requests� When no request is pending� the thread internal to the
task is suspended on the select� When a request arrives� this inner thread is activated and
the requester thread may be thought of either merging with the server thread or waiting
outside for the results�

����� The 
grain� and 
weight� of concurrency

The ideas presented in this part are not independent of those in the rest of this subsection�
but we felt it would be more clear to deal with them separately�

The notion of grain re�ects the fact that the size and structure of the program 	or
program unit
 which gives origin to the concurrently executing threads may range from
rather small and simple to large and complex� Small grain concurrency� then� means that
�ne details of concurrency can be expressed separately� whereas large grain groups some
activities together in a bigger sequential program� In the latter case some of the concurrency
intrinsic to the problem is lost� in other words� lack of su�ciently �ne grain of concurrency
imposes constraints 	i�e� by forcing sequentialization
 that are alien to the nature of the
problem�

Since a concurrent speci�cation de�nes a partial order that the computation must re�
spect� what happens is that total orders are imposed on individual actions until lumps�
of size the smallest available grain of concurrency are obtained� These lumps� are then
allowed to execute concurrently 	but the partial order is now poorer�� i�e� it has fewer
possible paths than the original had�


To gain a better understanding of the idea of grain� consider a loop operating on a matrix
in a conventional program� The purely sequential approach would represent the coarsest
grain 	i�e�� a total order is imposed on the operations to be carried out
� Then one might
decompose the matrix into rows and treat them concurrently� with each row being dealt
with sequentially� Finally� one could go as far as evaluating subexpressions concurrently�

That is a rather arti�cial example 	it is likely that all cases would be branded �ne
grained� in the literature
� but it shows the point� It is clear that the �ner the grain� the
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more concurrency can be exploited� In real languages� it is accepted that a computation
that involves the execution of a few high level statements 	one of the coarsest grains in our
example
 quali�es as �ne grain� whereas a conventional operating system process is coarse
grain� It is the associated information as well as some sort of length what comprises the
grain�

The idea of the weight of a process is closely related to that of grain� Indeed� some
authors use lightweight and �ne grain interchangeably� It is not our intention to settle this
now� we will content ourselves with pointing out an additional issue that is worth taking
into account� The main interest in lightweight processes 	also called threads
 is economic��
the only agreement is that they are cheap�� i�e� easy to create� destroy� and swap� This is
subtly di�erent from the grain� having less to do with how much concurrency it may model
than with how complex 	heavy
 the context is 	i�e� local variables� access rights� protection�
and everything that need to be associated with it� therefore need be created� destroyed�
swapped�


��� Communication	 synchronization

The types of communication mechanisms available to a language of the kind we are con�
sidering are essentially those usually associated with distributed systems� Though message
passing is used in conventional object�oriented systems� it usually has the conventional pro�
cedure call semantics� 	It is worth noting that in object�oriented languages message passing
may be present without there being any distribution� consider Smalltalk �Goldberg ����


In the languages of interest� a diversity of mechanisms is o�ered� and while remote
procedure call �Nelson ��� is widely used� there often is some asynchronous mechanism
as well 	e�g� in NIL� ABCL��
� Despite di�erent names and appearances 	see ABCL���s
future� objects
� it amounts to a more or less structured asynchronous message passing� It
should be pointed out that in the language descriptions little is said about the semantics

of the mechanisms� in particular� consider the alternatives for RPC� exactly�once� 	i�e�
fail�free
� last�of�many�� at�most�once�� etc�

Asynchronicity is a way to obtain concurrency� by allowing the requester of the service
to proceed while the service is performed��


When communication is synchronous� it also serves as a synchronization mechanism
between di�erent modules�

An interesting way to view synchronization mechanisms is by their relation to threads�
Two classes are identi�ed� those that synchronize threads with threads 	e�g� rendez�vous

and those which synchronize threads with 	protected
 data 	e�g� locks
� Of course what
are ultimately synchronized are threads� but indirectly� through the data they are trying
to access�

�
And even while the message is being sent as in ABCL��� but we consider this to be dangerous� what
about communication failures�
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Another interesting 	but in our view secondary
 device present in several of the languages
	e�g� ABCL��
 is the notion of continuation� also called forwarding or delegation 	in OTM
�Hogg ���
� Care must be taken with Hybrid terminology �Nierstrasz ��� which has a
mechanism called delegation which is in fact a monitor condition primitive� i�e�� nothing to
do with forwarding�

��� Encapsulation

����� Data abstraction

The notion of data abstraction was introduced in the preceding section on objects 	see
Liskov and Guttag�s de�nition in ����
�

Brie�y� an abstract data type is a data structure with an associated collection of oper�
ation signatures 	i�e� a speci�cation of the types of their arguments and results
� and the
additional restriction that data may be accessed only through the exported operations�

����� Uniformity of the language	 the objects�

A language may or may not be uniform with respect to the constructs it o�ers to de�ne
objects��� We notice two di�erent trends here� which are best represented by Emerald
�Black ��� Jul ��� 	uniform
 and Argus �Liskov ��� ��� and NIL �Strom ��� 	non uniform
�
This is relevant not only from the point of view of distribution� but also concurrency� for
the costs and types of intranode and internode concurrency are di�erent� Notice that this
�in principle� does not contradict that in an object oriented language all entities are objects
as homogeinity is not a requirement�

uniform objects model	 objects do not re�ect distribution In the uniform model�
objects� large and small� are programmed and o�er the same semantics uniformly regardless
of whether they are remote or local� shared or private 	i�e� inside a bigger module
� This
approach is interesting from a conceptual point of view� and it has been explored in the
Emerald language �Black ���� In that particular case� some assumptions are made about
the underlying system �the most important being that is homogeneous� But this is not
unreasonable in a variety of situations �if only for economical� practical� or other non�
semantic reasons� Their approach 	explained in �Jul ���
 is quite reasonable and is probed
further in the next section� But being the only initiative in that direction� it is di�cult
to assess its feasibility� A point to stress� anyway� is that even the model that Emerald
o�ers is based on strong compiler support� which distinguishes virtual node objects when
deciding� the implementation� In other words� the uniformity is obtained through a layer
that hides the �quite natural� discussed next� virtual nodes model�

��Or other entities� but objects are the relevant entities in our case�
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non�uniform objects model	 virtual nodes are special objects In languages de�
signed within this model� there exist two main classes of objects� of di�erent �sizes�� One is
the usual data abstraction mechanism 	i�e�� a realization of an abstract data type
 whereas
the other� besides that� represents an abstraction of a node in a distributed system� In other
words we have a module that encapsulates resources associated with a node� constituting
a virtual node�

The intention is to convey some of the underlying architecture to the software designer�
re�ecting the di�erent costs for tightly and loosely coupled cooperation��� The rationale is
that since local communication is far cheaper� if the system decomposition 	with respect to
concurrency and distribution
 is done right� the result is very e�cient�

The approach seems reasonable in the current state of the art 	i�e�� granted the relative
costs are as assumed
� From an object�oriented perspective it has drawbacks� It can
be objected that objects�� become overloaded with the additional meaning of physical�
encapsulation 	virtual nodes
�

The software designer may also criticize this approach� Consider a change of design
decision�� such as the following� After decomposing the system in modules A� B� and C 	the
language guarantees that they may reside on di�erent nodes
� the designer �nds out that C
may in fact be divided in two more or less independent parts 	and so allocated on di�erent
machines to increase parallelism
� Although the innards of C are composed of 	small

objects� this is of no use to decompose C with respect to distribution and concurrency� The
module must be redesigned�

The reverse may also happen� namely the wish to merge two virtual nodes� Note that
this has nothing to do with any allocation policy the 	language and runtime
 system might
o�er� In the �rst example� the system will not allow the splitting of the module on two
	real
 nodes� In the second� some costs may be lowered by timesharing a node among the
merged modules� But this solves the problem only partially� the language will still impose
the restrictions associated with di�erent name spaces and internode communication 	e�g�
it will not permit sharing of objects
�

In sum� in the case the of heterogeneous model we have the tradeo� of getting more
e�ciency in return for early design decisions and a vision of the system closer to the
underlying architecture�

����� Inheritance and distribution

Some authors view inheritance as an indispensable component of an object�oriented lan�
guage �Meyer ��� Wegner ���� others 	e�g� �Cox ���
� consider it just desirable� Viewing

��This is due to the expense of crossing module boundaries and internode communication as opposed to
intranode communication�

��Worse yet� only some objects�
��This is well embedded in the object�oriented philosophy� which caters to �exploratory	 programming�

and frequently identi�es programming with design 
Goldberg ��� Meyer ���
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inheritance as a sharing mechanism�� it con�icts with some modularity by hampering the
encapsulation of parts of the system�

This con�ict is manageable in tightly coupled concurrent systems� but is more acute in
the distributed case� hen sharing becomes prohibitively expensive� According to �Wegner
��� distribution and inheritance are inconsistent� Liskov 	in �Power ���
 believes it will be
some time before costs are reduced to make them simultaneously feasible�

Aside from these considerations� the question remains of whether inheritance will be
incorporated in the distributed philosophy� as the concept seems central���� It certainly
con�icts with the idea of fully open systems� which rely heavily on the notion of object 	see
�Bendrame ���
�

����� Location and migration of objects

An issue strongly connected with the previous two is that of object location and migration�
It concerns the capabilities a language o�ers for hiding� exhibiting and manipulating the
location of an object on the underlying machine 	e�g� the network �virtual or real�
 It is
connected with location and migration transparencies�

location There are two aspects to location� The �rst is whether the language allows the
visibility 	and control
 so that objects can be placed on speci�c loci under program control�
The second is whether this visibility is permeated to other language features� i�e� if it is
necessary to refer to the location of an object in situations other than placing or removing
it from a location� For example� it is generally undesirable to have to specify an object�s
location to communicate with it�

migration It concerns whether it is possible to move an object from its present location
to some other place� and whether there are any restrictions� e�g� that the object must not
be currently executing� The same remark on visibility applies here� The only available
example of fully mobile objects in a language is Emerald�

Note that both the features described above may also provided at a system �i�e� run�time�
level� below� the language 	e�g� the system might move objects to do automatic load�
balancing
� This is not discussed by the designers of the languages considered� except in
Argus� where objects are migrated and allocated under di�erent conditions� for it is done
in the face of failures� and then the objects are restarted��

��Of code or abstract interface 
Wegner ���
��It tends to create too many links �dependencies� among the components�
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����� To what extent is the object boundary respected

A problem solving scheme often used is to give the same problem to several di�erent con�
current problem solvers� When one of them comes up with the solution� the remaining
processes are aborted�

In distributed systems or databases� it is usual to start several concurrent instances
of the same request to di�erent servers 	which are replicated to increase reliability and
availability
� The �rst in answering 	that which is nearest or less loaded
 is used 	see the
mailbox example in �Liskov ���
� the rest being aborted�

The preceding two situations have in common the fact that in certain concurrent en�
vironments one may start processes and then decide they are no longer useful before they
perform their service� i�e�� �nish naturally� It is necessary to contemplate a mechanism for
externally terminating them���

In the case of servers that are active objects� however� the picture is not so simple�
because a distinction must be made between the object that o�ers a service and the process
that realizes it� Now the client of a service is no longer the owner of the computation that
performs it� such computation belongs to the �active� object where it runs� This is in
accordance with the ideas of autonomy and encapsulation� How is it possible to terminate
a useless computation without violating the encapsulation of the enclosing object�

It is crucial to understand that the entity we deal with now 	i�e� the entity with which
the users interact
 is an object� whose mean life is much longer than that of the services it
performs 	in particular it has a state that persists across instances of the service
��� So it
should be clear at this point that we want to get rid of the service but not of the object�
that is� we are not interested in terminating 	killing
 the object 	with the ensuing loss of
its state
�

One possible solution is to include an ad�hoc mechanism which punctures �in a con�
trolled� way� the object�s shell� This mechanism may be designed carefully� but this does
not clear the reservations pointed out above��	 There are interesting mechanisms 	notably
the very elegant one proposed in OTM �Hogg ���
 in which some conditions may be at�
tached to a parallel block for determining successful completion before completion of all its
components� In this case the termination is implicit 	the runtime system takes care of it
�
Full extensions of these mechanisms are of dubious feasibility�

An alternative is proposed in ABCL��� where an object may forced to leave its current
activity 	which may later be resumed or aborted
 to start a higher priority one��
 This is
accomplished via an interrupt 	�express�
 message� The object receives the information

��Of course� the termination must be �clean	 and the Terminator 
Feuerstein �� have the necessary
permissions� i�e�� must be acting on behalf of the client�

��Bear in mind that the service might be honored by creating an ad�hoc thread for each request� or via
a single thread and a queue� but this is immaterial to our discussion� since we do not care for the state of
the service thread after it has performed its duty�

�	Roughly� what do we want object�orientedness for if we misuse it afterwards�
�
This mechanism is low�level and was not intended just for this�
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that a certain service it is performing is no longer needed� and can decide what to do about
that� Notice how responsibilities are established� the requester of the service ful�lled its
part by just making it known it no longer wants the service� thus freeing itself of any further
commitment on it� It is the responsibility of the owner of the service 	i�e� the active object
that o�ers it
 to deal with termination issues� 	And of course the server may in turn rely
on others to accomplish its task� so it becomes a requester asking for termination of related
services� and it cascades on���
 Note the cleaner separation of concerns and autonomy
achieved in this model��� We believe this kind of solution to be better than the �rst both
from an object oriented perspective 	because the object boundary remains intact
 and a
distributed perspective 	because the decisions on local entities may be suggested remotely
but remain strictly local� i�e�� autonomy is preserved
�

��� Fault tolerance

One of the features that distinguish distributed from centralized systems is their behavior in
the face of failures� In centralized systems the situation is usually binary� the machine 	the
system
 may be either up 	working normally
 or down 	crashed
� Of course a peripheral
may fail without compromising the rest of the system� but if the CPU fails� the whole
system is down�

This is not the case in distributed systems� Being a set of loosely coupled computers�
it may well happen that some are crashed while others keep on working perfectly well�
For several reasons well discussed elsewhere 	see �Lijtmaer ��� Ancilotti ��� Wulf ���
� it
is strongly desirable that the system as a whole not come down as a result of the failure
of one of its components� The techniques that deal with these issues are known as fault
tolerance�

����� atomicity

Such techniques rely in several powerful mechanisms� notably that of atomic actions 	trans�
actions in database literature� actions in Argus jargon
� Very roughly 	see �Moss ��� for a
detailed account
� the idea is to perform a computation passing certain milestones 	check�
points�
 that mark points of recovery in the face of failures� If a failure occurs� the system
restores the state to the last checkpoint 	i�e�� does a rollback�
 and starts again from there�
The key idea is that the system must guarantee all�or�nothing� semantics� i�e� either the
operation completes successfully� or things are left as if the operation had never happened�
Considering that concurrency is involved� the situation is complicated by the fact that some
threads may be executing elsewhere on behalf of an aborted operation� Such orphaned�
activities must be detected and terminated�

In connection with aborting computations in active objects� it was stressed in the section
on encapsulation that a solution which respects the object boundary is desirable� This is

��These ideas are not new� see the concept of manager of a resource in operating systems�
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not always the case� however� when one deals with fault tolerance in a distributed system�
In rollback situations the system must be able to guarantee that some processes 	threads

will be aborted� regardless of local idiosyncrasies� That is the case of mechanisms such as
nested transactions �Moss ����

So we have identi�ed another important language feature� whether it o�ers mechanisms
for executing atomic actions� Argus �Liskov ��� ��� does�

��
 Transparencies

The notion of transparency is probably as old as the programming of computers� It comes
from the desire to be able to forget�� abstract� or hide certain underlying details� thus
easing the managing of the whole� The word has been used in a range of situations� In
operating systems �Peterson ���� for instance� the term is used to denote only what we call
access transparency� a system is transparent if a user accesses all the �les in the same way
regardless of where they reside� We are interested in de�ning a more general idea� such
that the preceding be one possible instance�

We say that a language 	or system
 is transparent with respect to one of its features if
the details of that feature are hidden at the language level� In other words� if one need not
care about managing such aspects� For example� a system may have evolution transparency

if it is possible to allow change parts of it without disturbing the rest� 	Consider replacing
a module for a new one that implements some new functionalities preserving the old ones�
This is possible in Argus where a guardian� o�ering a like interface may be inserted dynam�
ically in an application� with the runtime system silently taking care of redoing bindings�
etc�� see �Liskov ����
 We adapt the de�nition of transparency and the relevant transparen�
cies to our needs� A more precise de�nition requires a framework that exceeds the scope of
this work� but can be found in �Bendrame ���� along with the de�nitions that correspond to
the exhaustive list of transparencies given in �Lijtmaer ��� in connection with distributed
systems�

So the transparencies 	adapted from �Bendrame ���
 are described below� A language
or system is transparent with respect to�

location if any operation on the entities of the language can be performed without knowl�
edge of where the entity is located�

concurrency if a consistent view of an object is guaranteed even under its concurrent use�

fault if failures in the system do not compromise the execution of the application� The
ideal expectation is that the behavior of the system is unaltered� in reality this is
replaced by recovery mechanisms with reasonable semantics in the face of failures�

migration if displacing the entities about the system does not a�ect the applications in
which these entities participate�
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evolution if requirements 	performance or functionality
 may be changed without having
to redesign the system 	see example above


It is noteworthy that the presence of a transparency is not intrinsically good� Sometimes
a transparency will be desirable� but sometimes it will hide some characteristic that needs
to be manipulated� And it may con�ict with other transparencies� sometimes preventing
them altogether�

a remark A �nal point before leaving the transparencies is their relation to isolated
features as presented so far in this section� The reader will have noticed by now the
important intersection between those features and 	the names of
 the transparencies given�
Transparencies provide an additional vantage point to look at the interaction of concurrency
and object�orientedness�
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� Conclusions and further work

The main conclusion is one that somehow prevents other conclusions� It is the recognition
that the area we are trying to probe is very new and so still wide open and uncharted� This
view is shared by others 	�Moss ���� �Hogg ���� �Nierstrasz ���
� This is the reason for the
lack of uniformity in concepts and terminology�

Another conclusion is that it is essential to formulate unifying models� at least we should
strive to agree on what are the basic concepts that matter here� We believe our work is a
step in that direction as it helps identify important issues�

An intuition that was present at the beginning �and that partially prompted this
research� emerges stronger after the work� the marriage of the object model and con�
currency is very interesting in at least two counts� One� the promises it holds in terms
of easing the task of designing and building concurrent systems� And the other �last but
not at all least� is the challenge of making it possible� conceiving and really building the
abstract models that allow a deeper understanding and the ulterior formalization of the
features pointed out in this work�

So� the road to follow is clear� to devise a model that adds concurrency to a more precise
object model� In the short term� the �rst step is to isolate a set of elemental mechanisms
	in an axiomatic sense
 able to embody both the notions of concurrency and the object
model�
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Marcelo Fiore asked pointed questions that led to some good insights� Luis Marrone
and Claudio Hermida helped with the text formatting� ESLAI provided e�mail services
that let me discuss some of the points with authorities in the �eld� ESLAI�s second �oor
sta�� especially Feliciano Arg uello and Sonia Cairoli� provided essential logistic support�

Paolo Ancilotti introduced me to the subtleties and beauty of concurrent programming�
and Ugo Montanari made me look at it all from a di�erent point of view�

Vangelis and Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra supplied the music�
The far�away friends�
Eliot Moss 	University of Massachusets at Amherst
 made some 	encouraging
 remarks

on OOC and shared doubts with me� Oscar Nierstrasz 	Universit!e de Gen!eve
 cared to
send a whole paper replying to my questions on OOC� John Hogg 	University of Toronto
�
shared ideas and doubts on threads� Mehdi Jazayeri 	Hewlett Packard Labs� Palo Alto

o�ered some pointers on threads�lightweight processes�

And last� but not least� to those who could not give technical or logistical help� but
stayed there all the time� and believed it was possible� Cristina Ju!arez� Nicol!as Pedregal
and Sibila Martin�
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